Introduction
============

The biological world is united by \<100 genes. Orthologous genes shared by all living systems make up the Universal Gene Set of Life (UGSL) ([@msy101-B20]; [@msy101-B31]; [@msy101-B10]). Universal genes signal functions with special importance in evolution, the origin of life, medicine and chemical biology. The UGSL is dominated by genes encoding the translation system.

The translation system is characterized by: **Ubiquity**: Genes for translation exist in every living system and dominate the UGSL ([@msy101-B20]; [@msy101-B31]; [@msy101-B10]).**Similarity**: Structure and function of the translation system are universally conserved ([@msy101-B25]; [@msy101-B39]). The genetic code is essentially universal.**Antiquity**: Prebiological macromolecules are preserved in the translation system ([@msy101-B1]; [@msy101-B14]; [@msy101-B33]; [@msy101-B36]).**Centrality**: The translation system is a nexus, dominating the interactome ([@msy101-B8]).**Abundance**: Ribosomal RNAs (rRNAs) and ribosomal proteins (rProteins) are the most abundant biological macromolecules in the known universe ([@msy101-B42]; [@msy101-B50]).**Expenditure**: Translation consumes the bulk of cellular resources ([@msy101-B35]) and defines biological productivity.**Complexity**: Ribosomal complexity is a proxy for organismal complexity ([@msy101-B46]).

Here we quantitate universality of position and conformation of macromolecules encoded by the USGL. Sampling cytoplasmic ribosomes of all extant species, we explicitly define *Common Core* rRNA and begin to systematize conservation and divergence of the translational system in three dimensions across the tree of life. Conserved rRNA, along with universal rProteins, form the structural and functional basis of all cytoplasmic ribosomes and are essential foundations of life on earth. It is important to explicitly define conservation and to characterize its extent because conservation is commonly used as a proxy for significance; inaccurate or cherry-picked portrayals of conservation can lead to incorrect conclusions.

New Approaches
==============

We develop methods to differentiate common core rRNA from rRNA that is domain or phyla or species specific. We have constructed and exhaustively aligned rRNA sequences from a database we call the Sparse and Efficient Representation of Extant Biology (the SEREB database). This database contains complete and cross-validated rRNA and rProtein sequences of species that are chosen as far as possible, to efficiently sample all phyla ([@msy101-B46]). We believe the SEREB database will be useful for a variety of evolutionary studies including phylogenetic reconstructions and ancestral sequence reconstructions. This database documents an astounding degree of conservation of the translation system across the tree of life. With this database we can more successfully understand the unique evolutionary pressures that conserve translation and can explore biological variation and the acquisition of complexity.

We propose new statistical approaches for characterizing rRNA structure and thus determine which specific elements of rRNA are universally conserved in three-dimensions. We establish the pairing adjusted sequence entropy (PASE), which characterizes conservation of sequence simultaneously with conservation base pairing. Unpaired nucleotides are analyzed by standard measures of nucleotide similarity. Nucleotide pairs are analyzed by their adherence to rules of covariation ([@msy101-B24]; [@msy101-B52]). The resulting net measure of similarity controls for the differential restraints on the sequences of base paired nucleotides compared with sequences of unpaired nucleotides in rRNAs with conserved 3D structure. For canonically paired nucleotides the unit of structure is the nucleotide pair. For unpaired nucleotides the unit of structure is the nucleotide. PASE, combined with structural comparisons, was used here to define the common core of cytoplasmic rRNAs. The data suggest that since the Last Universal Common Ancestor (LUCA), rRNA has accreted onto the common core, primarily in eukaryotic lineages.

Results
=======

Defining the Common Core
------------------------

The rRNA of the common core is a collection of "elements", described as helices, junctions, and loops, that are found in cytoplasmic ribosomes of all extant species. To characterize the extent of conservation of these elements in all extant species we have established and continue to refine the SEREB database. The statistics of the SEREB database represent information from across the tree of life.

The SEREB database is distinguished from conventional rRNA sequence databases that contain large numbers of entries, some of which are partial, or contain intervening sequences, errors and redundancies. The SEREB database contains only intact and accurate rRNA sequences; for some species multiple partial and fragmented rRNA sequences from disparate sources were assembled and cross-validated. Newly discovered phyla, such as Lokiarchaea ([@msy101-B12]), are incorporated into the SEREB database as they become available. The current SEREB database contains 133 species. The list of SEREB organisms and the SEREB rRNA multiple sequence alignment (MSA) are provided in the [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} ([supplementary table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [supplementary data](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}set S1, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online).

The rRNA common core is a 3D construct, and is an outcome of pioneering work of Ada Yonath, who showed that ribosomal particles from a variety of species can be crystallized and characterized by x-ray diffraction ([@msy101-B59]; [@msy101-B54]). The common core is projected onto secondary and 3D structures of representative species in [figure 1](#msy101-F1){ref-type="fig"} and in [supplementary figure S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online \[bacteria: *Escherichia coli*, archaea: *Pyrococcus furiosus*, eukarya: *Saccharomyces cerevisiae*\].

![Common core of cytoplasmic rRNAs mapped onto 3D and secondary structures of a bacterium, an archaeon and a eukaryote. (*A*) RNAs of the bacterium *E. coli*, (*B*) the archaeon *P. furiosus*, (*C*) the eukaryote *S. cerevisiae*. Red (SSU, left) and blue (LSU, right) indicate common core rRNA. Black or gray indicates rRNA that is excepted from the common core and is variable in structure or absent from some species. Each subunit is viewed from the solvent exposed surface of the assembled ribosome, with the subunit interface directed into the page. A more detailed representation of these data, including nucleotide and helix numbers, is contained in [supplementary figures S9 and S10](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online. *E. coli:* PDB ID 4V9D, *P. furiosus:* PDB ID 4V6U, and *S. cerevisiae*: PDB ID 4V88.](msy101f1){#msy101-F1}

The rRNA Common Core
--------------------

Around 90% of rRNA nucleotides of prokaryotes are incorporated into the common core. Most prokaryotic rRNA helices, 114 of 157 helices in the large subunit (LSU) and small subunit (SSU), are highly conserved in length and conformation in all species ([supplementary table S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online), with few or no insertions and only subtle variation in nucleotide positions. The prokaryotic ribosome contains 11 helices with length polymorphism in one or more domains of life. We count 13 helices that undergo moderate divergence in structure and conformation. Ten helices vary significantly in structure and conformation, making their superimposition difficult. These helices generally contain sites of eukaryotic rRNA expansions. Additionally, there are nine helices that are completely absent from some members of the database.

rRNA that is excluded from the common core consists of 1) variable regions of helices associated with helical length polymorphism, 2) small variable bulges, 3) eukaryotic expansions and some regions immediately surrounding them, and 4) the 5' and 3' rRNA termini. As expected from previous work, ([@msy101-B58]; [@msy101-B4]; [@msy101-B18]) divergent rRNA helices and helical extensions are restricted to the surface and nonfunctional regions of the ribosome. This observation is consistent with models of rRNA growth and evolution in which new rRNA is added onto old rRNA with minimal disturbance to the structure and function of existing rRNA ([@msy101-B46], [@msy101-B47]). Exceptions to this surface rule are the H16-H17-H18 group ([supplementary fig. S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online) and the H54-H55 group. These helical elements appear to have expanded and/or contracted in their central regions, which are not on the surface of the ribosome.

Multiple Sequence Alignments
----------------------------

The process of characterization of the common core utilizes both structural and sequence information. The number of species whose rRNA sequences is known is very large ([@msy101-B9]; [@msy101-B48]) compared with the number of species whose 3D ribosomal structures are known. Experimental structures of approximately 20 species have been determined ([@msy101-B6]; [@msy101-B60],[@msy101-B61]; [@msy101-B51]). Accurate, structure-aware, sequence alignments were used to define the rRNA common core structure.

MSAs were performed by exhaustively iterating several recursive methods. Initial domain-specific MSAs were performed with MAFFT ([@msy101-B28]), then iterated with structure-based methods including PASE, local structural divergence (LSD), and global structural divergence (GSD) (see below) in analogy with previous structure-based alignments of proteins ([@msy101-B45]). Information from experimentally determined and thermodynamically predicted secondary structures was also incorporated into the MSA. Optimized domain-specific MSAs were combined and reoptimized in a universal MSA.

The final universal MSA has high completeness and accuracy. In the MSA, 76% of LSU *E. coli* rRNA and 84% of SSU rRNA are in universal columns. A universal column corresponds to a nucleotide with universal position, but possibly with polymorphic identity. When an allowance for 5% missing nucleotides is implemented, the numbers increase to 88% (LSU) and 90% (SSU) ([table 1](#msy101-T1){ref-type="table"}). The 5% tolerance reduces the impact of sequencing errors and rare idiosyncratic indels. Table 1.The rRNA Common Core.Common Core[^a^](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}Common Core %[^b^](#tblfn2){ref-type="table-fn"}MSA[^c^](#tblfn3){ref-type="table-fn"}**LSU**2,650888,098**SSU**1,384902,915[^1][^2][^3]

Pairing Adjusted Sequence Entropy
---------------------------------

We developed a statistic called PASE ([equation 4](#E4){ref-type="disp-formula"}) that combines information on nucleotide identity with information on base pairing. A mapping of PASE onto the secondary structure of the *E. coli* rRNA is shown in [figure 2](#msy101-F2){ref-type="fig"}. PASE is an extension of Shannon entropy ([@msy101-B53]; [@msy101-B16], [@msy101-B17]); PASE characterizes unpaired nucleotides by conventional conservation of identity. PASE characterizes paired nucleotides by their adherence to covariation. A canonically paired nucleotide is considered conserved if it is always canonically paired, even if its nucleotide identity is not conserved. The assumption is that if a nucleotide remains canonically paired, local rRNA conformation is likely to be conserved even if nucleotide identity varies. In contrast, when a base is unpaired or paired noncanonically, conformation is likely to be conserved only if the base identity is conserved. This assumption is validated by the close correspondence of PASE and local superimposition statistics.

![Conservation of rRNA structure across the tree of life. PASE in the SEREB database mapped onto *E. coli* rRNA secondary structures. PASE represents nucleotide identity conservation for unpaired nucleotides and base pairing conservation for paired nucleotides. Blue indicates highly conserved, green moderately conserved, and red, not conserved. (*A*) SSU rRNA. (*B*) LSU rRNA. Watson-Crick pairing interactions are indicated by black lines.](msy101f2){#msy101-F2}

Initially, the Shannon Entropy was calculated for each column of the MSA using the typical method ([@msy101-B16], [@msy101-B17]), to estimate conservation of nucleotide identity. Then, PASE was calculated to estimate the conservation of canonical Watson-Crick and GU wobble base pairing (cWW as defined by [@msy101-B34]). For nucleotides treated as unpaired ([supplementary figs. S4 and S5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online), the extent of conservation is defined by a gap adjusted entropy score (GASE). For nucleotides treated as paired, conservation is defined by Shannon entropy taken over the probability of canonical base pairing (PASE). An example of an rRNA helix mapped with PASE data is shown in [supplementary figure S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online.

Local Structural Divergence
---------------------------

The MSA alone is not sufficient to define the common core because some rRNA is conserved in 3D space even though it lacks clear conservation of sequence or of canonical base pairing. We developed a structure-based statistic (LSD), to measure differences between positions of nucleotides in different ribosomes whose 3D structures are known. Each nucleotide is reduced to a pseudoatom ([supplementary fig. S6](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online), as illustrated in [figure 3*C* and *D*](#msy101-F3){ref-type="fig"}. A pseudoatom position is computed by the mass-weighted atomic positions of the phosphate-sugar linkage and the glycosidic nitrogen of the base. The pseudoatom definition smooths the structural distinction between pyrimidines and purines.

![rRNAs from each domain of life, superimposed. The bacterium is red (*E. coli*), the archaeon is blue (*P. furiosus)*, and the eukaryote is yellow (*S. cerevisiae*). rRNAs were superimposed based on (*A*) the PTC (LSU) and (*B*) the DCC (SSU). (*C*) Example pseudoatoms of *E. coli* and *S. cerevisiae* from the PTC. (*D*) Example pseudoatoms of *E. coli* and *S. cerevisiae* from the DCC. Mapping of LSD (difference in positions of pseudoatoms) onto relevant secondary structure of *E. coli* rRNA. (*E*) Secondary structures of the PTC and (*F*) DCC. Distances between pseudo atoms are indicated by color (dark blue lower divergence, to green higher divergence, gray indicates absence from *S. cerevisiae*).](msy101f3){#msy101-F3}

LSD is calculated from pairwise differences in positions of corresponding pseudoatoms (of aligned nucleotides) of two superimposed rRNAs or rRNA elements ([fig. 3](#msy101-F3){ref-type="fig"}). LSD is useful for assaying both MSA accuracy and actual structural divergence. During the process of MSA optimization, regions of rRNA with lower LSD were characterized by more accurate local MSA. Higher structural divergence suggested errors in the MSA, errors in rRNA sequence, or actual structural or conformational differences.

LSD is mapped onto primary, secondary and 3D levels of structure in [supplementary fig. S7](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). An example of a peak in LSD is h16 of the SSU, which bends one direction in prokaryotes and another direction in eukaryotes. An example of a more subtle conformational shift is in L12/P stalk of the LSU and the head of the SSU. An example of a loop with variable positions is seen at the termini of h6 which has variable length. Helix classifications are listed in [supplementary table S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online.

GSD was obtained by taking the root mean square deviation of the LSD values over the LSU or SSU of two species ([table 2](#msy101-T2){ref-type="table"}). The GSD demonstrates that global differences within the common core are consistent with the major branching events in the phylogenetic tree. The GSDs indicate that the common core rRNAs of the bacterial and archaeal ribosomes are most similar, followed by those of the archaeal and eukaryotic ribosomes. The common cores for the bacterial and eukaryotic ribosomes are the most divergent. A full classification of helices is provided in [supplementary table S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online. The LSD is elevated in loops that cap helices of variable length. Loops that are displaced by a great distance are excluded from the GSD calculation in [figure 3](#msy101-F3){ref-type="fig"}. Table 2.rRNA Within the Common Core: GSD.GSD~BA~[^a^](#tblfn4){ref-type="table-fn"}GSD~AE~[^b^](#tblfn5){ref-type="table-fn"}GSD~BE~[^c^](#tblfn6){ref-type="table-fn"}GSD~BA~[^d^](#tblfn7){ref-type="table-fn"} (Common Core)GSD~AE~[^e^](#tblfn8){ref-type="table-fn"} (Common Core)GSD~BE~[^f^](#tblfn9){ref-type="table-fn"} (Common Core)**LSU**5.264.376.363.523.944.82**SSU**5.174.786.234.844.335.87[^4][^5][^6][^7][^8][^9]

Evaluation of the MSA
---------------------

During optimization of the MSA, regions of poor MSA, PASE, or LSD statistics were inspected, adjusted, and resolved. Several rRNA elements, such as Helices 56, 57 and 88, do not align well in the MSA and are therefore red in the PASE mapping in [figure 2](#msy101-F2){ref-type="fig"}. However, these regions show conserved structure by LSD and GSD, and therefore are included in the common core ([fig. 1](#msy101-F1){ref-type="fig"}). These elements illustrate the truism that structure is more conserved than sequence ([@msy101-B27]), even when sequence restrictions are relaxed by covariation as in PASE. In these regions, structure is conserved in the absence of any detectable signal for sequence conservation. Differences between PASE and GASE are mapped onto the *E. coli* rRNA secondary structure in [supplementary figure S8](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online.

The final MSA was mapped onto the linear structure of the *E. coli* rRNA to compute alignment statistics on a per nucleotide basis. A gap-prorated version of the standard Shannon entropy ([equation 2](#E2){ref-type="disp-formula"}) was computed across the mapped alignment. The LSU has an average entropy of 1.04 and the SSU has an average entropy of 0.96 ([table 3](#msy101-T3){ref-type="table"}). For the common core only, the average entropy is 0.94 for the LSU and 0.84 for the SSU. Table 3.Conservation statistics.GASE Average[^a^](#tblfn10){ref-type="table-fn"}PASE Average[^a^](#tblfn10){ref-type="table-fn"}GASE Average[^b^](#tblfn11){ref-type="table-fn"}PASE Average[^b^](#tblfn11){ref-type="table-fn"}**LSU**1.040.690.940.54**SSU**0.960.630.840.48[^10][^11]

PASE, computed over the *E. coli* mapped alignment, reveals a higher level of conservation than is evident in the standard Shannon Entropy. PASE shows that rRNA is more conserved than conventional sequence statistics indicate. The LSU has an average PASE of 0.69 and the SSU has an average PASE of 0.63 ([table 3](#msy101-T3){ref-type="table"}). When the common core alone is counted, the average PASE is 0.54 for the LSU and 0.48 for the SSU. These values indicate that the common core is highly conserved in cytoplasmic ribosomes across the tree of life.

Conservation within Common Core
-------------------------------

Each nucleotide of a given species is classified as common core with conserved nucleotide identity, or with conserved cWW base pairing, or with conserved structure, or is classified as noncommon core. A detailed visualization of the relevant *E. coli* rRNA data is provided in [supplementary figures S9 and S10](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online.

The degree of conservation of the common core shows clear and systematic variation in three dimensions. We have previously shown that it is useful to treat the ribosome as an onion ([@msy101-B25]). Various data are mapped and analyzed in the context of distance from functional foci (the PTC of the LSU and DCC or the SSU, [fig. 4*A*](#msy101-F4){ref-type="fig"}). The majority of the common core is within 80 Å of the onion centers. A comparison of distance from functional foci and PASE reveals that extent of conservation is greatest near the onion centers and is most divergent on the onion periphery. PASE is mapped onto the ribosomal structures in [figure 4*B*](#msy101-F4){ref-type="fig"}. The eukaryotic expansion segments (ESs) are clearly visible and are the most divergent regions of the ribosome, in dark red. PASE is an improved measure of conservation compared with nucleotide conservation entropy or GASE, which overstates the divergence of helical regions ([fig. 4*C*](#msy101-F4){ref-type="fig"}).

![Data mapping onto ribosomal structures of a bacterium (*E. coli*), an archaeon (*P. furiosus*) and a eukaryote (*S. cerevisiae*). (*A*) Distance: Assembled ribosomal subunits are represented as onions, using the PTC (LSU) or the DCC (SSU) as onion centers. rRNA is colored blue close to the centers of the onions, while red rRNA is remote. (*B*) PASE: rRNA is colored blue where PASE is low and red where PASE is high. (*C*) Standard nucleotide Shannon entropy: rRNA is colored blue where Shannon entropy is low and red where Shannon entropy is high. For the LSU, the center of the onion is the site of peptide bond formation. For the SSU, the center of the onion is the site of codon--anticodon interaction between mRNA and P-site tRNA.](msy101f4){#msy101-F4}

Ribosomal Size Evolution
------------------------

The ribosomes of metazoans are larger than those of protists, which are larger than those of prokaryotes ([@msy101-B46]). Birds and mammals (endothermic vertebrates) contain the largest ribosomes of all. Extant rRNA sizes along with estimates of sizes of various ancestral rRNAs are plotted in [figure 5](#msy101-F5){ref-type="fig"} in the context of evolutionary relationship and approximate time of evolutionary emergence ([@msy101-B23]). For this representation, we have estimated sizes of ancestral rRNAs using the assumption that the most probable ancestral ribosomes contain rRNAs whose sequences align in both daughter species. Nonaligning nucleotides are assumed to be nonancestral. This sequence-based method will modestly underestimate sizes of ancestral rRNAs in part because sequence is less conserved than structure. The sequence-based method ([fig. 5](#msy101-F5){ref-type="fig"}) gives LUCA rRNA sizes that are approximately 10% smaller than those of the structure-informed methods illustrated in [figure 1](#msy101-F1){ref-type="fig"}.

![rRNA size evolution. (*A*) A phylogenetic cladogram of eukaryotes contained in the SEREB database. Estimated dates of common ancestors (from [@msy101-B22]) are indicated next to their names at the appropriate splits. The *H. sapiens* lineage is indicated by colored circles. (*B*) Estimated size evolution of ancestral LSU (circles) and SSU (triangles) rRNAs of the *H. sapiens* lineage. The colors in panel (*B*) point to data in panel (*A*). The timeline of the tree in panel (*A*) is not linear and does not to scale with panel (*B*). The origin of the ribosome is around 4.0 billion years ago.](msy101f5){#msy101-F5}

The model timeline suggests that over evolution, rRNAs of prokaryotic lineages grew rapidly between the origin of life and LUCA and have remained essentially static in size for around 3.5 billion years. Within the limits of the model it appears that rRNAs within eukaryotic lineages have experienced distinct and well-separated phases of growth interleaved by a period of stasis. The rRNAs of endothermic vertebrate lineages began a more recent phase of rRNA growth that appears to be accelerating. We cannot exclude more complex models in which, for example, extinct ancestral prokaryotic ribosomes were larger or smaller than extant prokaryotic ribosomes. However, we consider those models less likely than the simpler model used here.

Eukaryotic ribosomes contain a shell that surrounds the common core ([@msy101-B39]). The eukaryotic shell is composed of both rProteins and rRNA ([supplementary fig. S11](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). Eukaryotic ESs emerge from common core rRNA at a few specific sites ([@msy101-B58]; [@msy101-B40]; [@msy101-B4]; [@msy101-B18]). The ribosomes of endothermic vertebrae are further elaborated by rRNA tentacles that extend for hundreds of Å from the ribosomal surface.

In the *Homo sapiens* lineage, the period from the first multicellular organisms to vertebrates is characterized by a growth rate of about 0.65 nucleotides per million years. rRNA size increased more rapidly with emergence of endothermic vertebrates, with this effect being much more pronounced in the LSU than in the SSU. With the rise of endothermic vertebrates, the growth rate accelerated even more. The growth rate from the ancestor of vertebrates to the ancestor of mammals is about 2.5 nucleotides per million years. Human rRNA is about 370 nucleotides longer than rRNA of the last universal primate ancestor about 6 million years ago, which corresponds to a growth rate of 62 nucleotides per million years.

Common core rRNA is mapped onto *H. sapiens* rRNA in two and three dimensions in [supplementary figure S12](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online. Entropy scores, radial distance from the functional centers of the LSU and SSU, and common core of the assembled human ribosome are visualized in [supplementary figures S13 and S14](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online.

Discussion
==========

The translation system provides our most extensive and complete view of universal biochemical processes and macromolecules. We define the common core as macromolecular assemblies with conserved 3D structure in essentially all living systems. The common core of the ribosome provides a window to the deepest roots of biology, which existed at and before LUCA. It has long been recognized that significant elements of rRNA secondary structure are conserved in all living systems ([@msy101-B11]; [@msy101-B21]; [@msy101-B19]; [@msy101-B40]; [@msy101-B18]; [@msy101-B38]). The concept of the common core has been discussed previously in [@msy101-B26], [@msy101-B39], [@msy101-B2], and [@msy101-B15]. However, prior to this work, the common core of the ribosome has not been quantitatively defined or statistically described.

The rRNA Common Core
--------------------

The rRNA common core is quantitatively characterized here at nucleotide resolution by comparisons of rRNA from ribosomes across the tree of life. The results incorporate information on sequence, secondary structure and 3D structure.

Around 90% of prokaryotic rRNA is contained in the common core. The common core contains the peptidyl transferase center, the polypeptide exit tunnel excluding the vestibule, the subunit interfaces, the A, P, and E sites and the tRNA rail, the bulk of the tRNA translocation machinery, the GTPase-associated region and essentially the entire SSU including the decoding center but excluding a few peripheral helices and the Shine-Dalgarno region. Antibiotic-binding sites ([@msy101-B3]; [@msy101-B13]) are contained within the common core, underscoring the subtlety required for species-specific inhibition. All rRNA pivoting positions identified by Fox and coworkers ([@msy101-B43]) are contained within the common core.

Measures of Similarity
----------------------

We have established a statistical measure of rRNA similarity (PASE) that simultaneously evaluates sequence and base pairing. PASE characterizes paired nucleotides by adherence to rules of canonical pairing and unpaired nucleotides by conventional conservation of identity. Helical regions are conserved in structure with low restraints on sequence, as long as base pairing is maintained ([@msy101-B56]). Therefore, efforts to assay rRNA conservation by sequence alone underestimate the extent of conservation. In helical regions, base pairs are the minimal units of selection ([@msy101-B44]) consistent with the Kimura model of compensatory fitness interactions ([@msy101-B30]). In unpaired regions, nucleotides are the minimal units of selection, and their evolution tends to be driven by maximizing the fitness due to their functional or structural importance.

The rProtein Common Core
------------------------

The rRNA common core is more extensive than the rProtein common core ([@msy101-B57]). Bacteria, archaea, and eukarya contain domain-specific rProteins ([@msy101-B5]) that in some instances interact with common core rRNA. This observation suggests that some rProteins were remodeled after rRNA accreted and froze.

The SEREB Database
------------------

We have created a database of rRNA and rProtein sequences (the SEREB database) that samples extant biological species in a sparse, efficient and accurate manner. We have cross-validated the sequences and structurally refined a MSA of SEREB rRNA sequences ([supplementary data](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}set S1, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). The SEREB MSA, which is highly accurate, can be used as a seed for building MSAs from large databases.

Eukaryotic rRNA
---------------

Endothermic vertebrates appear to have entered a new and especially rapid phase of ribosomal growth ([fig. 5](#msy101-F5){ref-type="fig"}). Ribosomes of these organisms contain rRNA "tentacles", which are extended helical structures that attach to a protist-like base ([@msy101-B7]; [@msy101-B29]) ([fig. 1](#msy101-F1){ref-type="fig"}). These double helical rRNA tentacles are laden with defects such as bulges and mismatches. The tentacles are not tightly integrated with the ribosomal surface and appear to be dynamic and/or positionally disordered.

Why is rRNA larger in eukaryotes, especially in endothermic vertebrates? It is possible that rRNA expansions are directly adaptive in complex organisms, conferring immediate advantage in docking, trafficking, chaperoning, or biogenesis. Alternatively, in analogy with proposals for genome complexity ([@msy101-B37]), nonadaptive rRNA ESs and intervening spacer sequences may proliferate in the permissive environment of small populations; expansions would be eliminated by selection in large populations characteristic of protists or prokaryotes. This model does not explain the profound differences in the expansion of the LSU compared with the SSU. However, these differences might be attributable to gain function by 'secondary deployment' subsequent to nonadaptive rRNA expansion. Docking, trafficking and chaperoning functions generally involve the LSU rather than the SSU.

Summary
-------

Our quantitative definition of common core rRNA can be used to help understand deep evolutionary events. Common core rRNA appears to be our best estimate of the rRNA contained of LUCA. Furthermore, the concept of the common core can be used to systematize and place in context the variability of the ribosome, especially in eukaryotes, which are characterized by numerous rRNA expansions. Each expansion of the common core can be analyzed for structural features and functional utility. One can address questions of where does rRNA grow, how does rRNA grow, and why does rRNA grow in some lineages but not others?

Materials and Methods
=====================

Sequences and Alignment
-----------------------

The SEREB database extends over all of major phyla, as far as available sequences allow. Appropriate rRNA sequences were compiled for both the LSU and the SSU. Sequences from representatives of major phyla were taken from SILVA ([@msy101-B55]), [@msy101-B41], CRW ([@msy101-B9]), and other databases and from the literature. Many of the required eukaryotic rRNA sequences were not accurately annotated or assembled. Accurate full-length sequences were in some instances were assembled from multiple independently sourced sequences. Contigs and chromosomal assemblies of DNA were examined to locate missing regions of rRNA. For species with fragmented rRNA, fragments were combined in the correct order. rRNA sequences were cross-validated by the MSA. Poorly aligning sequences were reinspected and adjusted.

Initial MSAs were performed independently for each of the three domains of life using MAFFT. To help reconcile the MSAs of the three domains, 3D superimpositions were used to establish correspondence of nucleotide sequences. The final three-domain MSA was optimized by an extended iterative process of 1) visual inspection of MSAs and superimposed structures, 2) minimizing PASE, LSD, and GSD while adjusting the MSA, 3) constraining experimentally determined and computational secondary structures and alignments of tetraloops, and 4) continuous reevaluation and refinement of rRNA sequences. This iterative method allowed unambiguous excision of eukaryotic ESs from the universal alignment and resulted in alignment of common core sequences with very few errors ([supplementary data](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}set S1, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online).

Superimpositions
----------------

Three-dimensional structures of rRNAs were used to assist in defining the common cores of the LSU and SSU are: 3R8S and 4GD1 for *E. coli*, 3J2L and 3J20 for *P. furiosus*, 3U5D and 3U5B for *S. cerevisiae*, and 3J3F and 3J3D for *H. sapiens*. The structures were first placed into the same coordinate frame using the align function of PyMOL. Local superimpositions were performed independently for the LSU and SSU using a subset of the highly conserved nucleotides (in three dimensions) within each structure. The nucleotides used for superimpositions are localized near the PTC for the LSU (nucleotides 2061--2092, 2225--2245, and 2436--2501, for *E. coli* and their equivalents for the other structures) and the decoding center for the SSU (nucleotides 9--38, 548--569, 821--826, 872--927, 1390--1418, 1482--1530).

Pairing Adjusted Sequence Entropy
---------------------------------

The standard sequence Shannon entropy ([@msy101-B16], [@msy101-B17]) recognizes conservation of nucleotide identity, but not conservation of paired nucleotides. We have developed PASE, which incorporates base pairing information. CG, GC, AU, UA, GU, UG pairs are equivalent in this scoring function. Unpaired bases are treated in the standard way (C, G, A, U are each different).

Entropy was calculated for each position, n, in the MSA. Since probabilities (*P*) are unknown, they are approximated by observed frequencies (*f*), which is the usual practice. [Equation (1)](#E1){ref-type="disp-formula"} is the standard Shannon entropy equation. $$H_{SE}\left( n \right) = - {\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{c}{p_{i}\left( n \right){\log_{2}{p_{i}\left( n \right)}}}} \cong - {\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{c}{f_{i}\left( n \right){\mathit{\log}_{2}{f_{i}\left( n \right)}}}}$$

The variable *c* is the number of classes, which equals four, one for each nucleotide, A, C, U, and G. For each position, *n*, the frequencies of A, C, U, and G are calculated and used to compute the sequence Shannon entropy (*H*~SE~), which ranges from 0 to 2.

To account for gaps in the MSA, they were prorated, and were treated as a uniform distribution among all possible classes, such that a single gap character would count as 0.25 A, 0.25 C, 0.25, U, and 0.25 G. The gap adjusted Shannon entropy (*H*~GASE~) is calculated using [equation (2)](#E2){ref-type="disp-formula"}. H~GASE~ ranges between 0 and 2. $$H_{GASE}\left( n \right) = - {\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{c}{\left( {f_{i}\left( n \right) + \left( \frac{1}{c} \right)f_{g}\left( n \right)} \right){\log_{2}\left( {f_{i}\left( n \right) + \left( \frac{1}{c} \right)f_{g}\left( n \right)} \right)}}}$$

Each nucleotide is defined as paired (cWW) or unpaired at the level of the 3D structure by FR3D of *E. coli* ([@msy101-B49]). For paired nucleotides the extent of conservation of base pairing, with no penalty for sequence variation, is determined. In addition to calculating the entropy of a single position in the alignment, we calculate the base pair shannon entropy (BPSE) accounting for the conservation of the canonical base pairs in each position per [equation (3)](#E3){ref-type="disp-formula"}. $$H_{BPSE}\left( n \right) = - \left( {f_{bp}\left( n \right){\log_{2}\left( {f_{bp}\left( n \right)} \right)} + \left( {1 - f_{bp}\left( n \right)} \right){\log_{2}\left( {1 - f_{bp}\left( n \right)} \right)}} \right)$$

Each base pair is represented by two columns in an MSA. Within each column, an rRNA nucleotide can have one of five values, A, G, C, U, or gap. Therefore, there are 5 × 5 = 25 combinations of two characters. A base pair is defined as a dyad of CG, GC, AU, UA, GU, or UG. The fractions of dyads that fall into these classes are represented by *f*~bp~, therefore the fraction of dyads that do not fall into these classes is 1 -- *f*~bp~. H~BPSE~ ranges between 0 and 1. The structure of the *E. coli* ribosome was used to determine potential sites of base pairs, which are defined by FR3D as cWW ([@msy101-B49]).

PASE, which represents the entropy of base pairs and single-stranded residues in a single statistic, is calculated as shown in [equation (4)](#E4){ref-type="disp-formula"}. GASE is compared with twice the BPSE and the smaller value is retained. H~PASE~ ranges between 0 and 2. $$H_{PASE}\left( n \right) = min\left( H_{GASE}\left( n \right),2H_{BPSE}\left( n \right) \right)$$

rRNA Size Evolution
-------------------

A timeline of approximate ribosomal size as a function of evolutionary time was computed. LSU and SSU lengths are estimated from the SEREB database.

The accretion model implies that ribosomal rRNA has predominantly expanded in the species-specific lineages, although some reduction events are also possible. We use the assumption that the most probable ancestral macromolecules are similar to macromolecules common to daughter species; the most conservative changes are most likely. This subset of rRNA is, typically, most similar to the smaller rRNA ([@msy101-B46]). This assumption, which is based on lack of our knowledge about the state of common ancestors at each node, overestimates the length of the ancestral rRNA if a particular accretion event occurred independently in two linages as a result of parallel evolution.

For size evolution we have used a sequence-based model of ancestral rRNAs that differs from our structure-based definition of the common core. Specifically, for each subset of sequences within a given group, we computed the number of columns that do not contain gaps at any position (i.e., describe a common state). This sequence-based method of estimating ancestral sizes is necessitated by the lack of 3D structures of ribosomes representing most phyla. This method will tend to slightly underrepresent the sizes of ancestral ribosome because structure is more conserved than sequence and because the MSA will always contain some level of error. The estimated time of a clade split was taken from TimeTree ([@msy101-B22]; [@msy101-B23]). Each time point represents a common ancestor.
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======================

[Supplementary data](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} are available at *Molecular Biology and Evolution* online.
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[^1]: Number of nucleotides in the common core. LSU includes the 5S rRNA.

[^2]: Common core normalized to number of nucleotides of *E. coli*. (*E. coli* LSU = 3024 nts, includes 5S, SSU = 1542 nts).

[^3]: Net number of nucleotide columns in the SEREB rRNA MSA including insertions.

[^4]: GSD between *E. coli* (PDB ID 4V9D) and *P. furiosus* (PDB ID 4V6U).

[^5]: GSD between *P. furiosus* and *S. cerevisiae* (PDB ID 4V88).

[^6]: GSD between *E. coli* and *S. cerevisiae*.

[^7]: GSD between bacteria and archaea (common core).

[^8]: GSD between archaea and eukarya (common core).

[^9]: GSD between bacteria and eukarya (common core).

[^10]: Computed over *E. coli*.

[^11]: Computed over the common core.
